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MEDIA RELEASE
SMU holds Virtual Graduation and Career Fair specially curated for the Class of 2020
SINGAPORE, 14 September 2020 (Monday) – Singapore Management University (SMU)’s
Class of 2020 celebrated its graduation on 24 July 2020 with a Virtual Graduation and Career
Fair (VGF) specially curated by the University and held virtually for the first time, in light of the
Covid-19 situation. The Virtual Graduation and Career Fair was organised in addition to the
physical Commencement ceremonies which will be held at a later date when circumstances
allow.
Mr Christopher Chew, Director of SMU Office of Corporate Communications and Marketing, led
the project team in conceptualising and organising the VGF event. He said, “The University
recognises the importance of its graduating cohort not missing out on celebrating its significant
milestone this year despite the pandemic. Hence the VGF was organised to provide the Class of
2020 with a platform to relive and rejoice in the best moments of their journey with SMU.
“Beyond commemorating a special occasion, we also wanted the VGF to be beneficial, inspiring
and informative by taking into account the challenges the pandemic has posed to the cohort.
We had therefore included motivational speeches, discussions by SMU and industry leaders on
the qualities and skills needed to thrive in a post-pandemic world of work, as well as interactions
with potential employers on employment and traineeship opportunities.”
To enhance the fun and interactivity of the VGF event, SMU had engaged Hiverlab to plan and
carry out several virtual activities for the Class of 2020 to take part in with their friends and loved
ones. These include:
•

Virtual Degree Presentation - a digital avatar of each graduate is created from his or her
selfie to provide the graduate with a customised experience of going onstage in full
graduation regalia to receive the degree folder from his/her Dean, who is also in digital
avatar form (see Image 1 in Annex);

•

SMU Memories Gallery - set in a VR-simulated version of SMU’s Li Ka Shing Library where
graduates walked down a virtual memory lane to view the curated photos and videos
submitted by fellow graduates for the SMU Memories Contest. Graduates voted for their
favourite photos and videos in the ‘Favourite place on campus’, ‘Best Global Exposure/Co-
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curricular Activity/Community Service moment’, and ‘Best SMU moment’ categories, and the
winners walked away with attractive prizes (see Image 2 in Annex);
•

MobileAR photobooth - uses augmented reality (AR) tools to call up the graduate’s avatar
on the mobile phone so as to capture photos of the precious moments of the occasion with
family and loved ones (see Image 3 in Annex).

Mr Ender Jiang, Founder of Hiverlab, said: “This project embodies the concept of being
adaptable and innovative to navigate the new normal. We are proud to support SMU for its
virtual graduation event as the vendor of choice.”
The efforts by the SMU and Hiverlab project team were appreciated and well-received by the
Class of 2020.
A Lee Kong Chian School of Business graduate said that the VGF was interesting “… because
we became a unique batch of students to do this for the first time. Wonderful memories were
also created via the VGF through social media and more.”
A School of Accountancy graduate commented that “The overall VGF event was interesting and
engaging. Even though graduates like myself could not have the real-life graduation experience
at the moment, the touch of virtual element, receiving our graduation cert via a virtual platform,
was a fun way to mark an end to my university life.”
A School of Law graduate, expressing her appreciation for the efforts put into organising the
VGF event, said “I felt that the VGF was a fun and creative initiative by the University. It must
have taken a lot of effort to make this event possible and I am grateful that the University
organised this specially for us.” She added that it was fun “… to see my friends post about the
event on social media and share their dedications and virtual graduation clips, as well as their
AR photobooth pictures. I particularly enjoyed the Virtual Degree Presentation and the
MobileAR photobooth. It was fun for us to watch my avatar walk up the stage to receive my
degree, as well as take photos with my avatar.”

*** END ***
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About Singapore Management University
A premier university in Asia, the Singapore Management University (SMU) is internationally
recognised for its world-class research and distinguished teaching. Established in 2000, SMU’s
mission is to generate leading-edge research with global impact and to produce broad-based,
creative, and entrepreneurial leaders for the knowledge-based economy. SMU’s education is
known for its highly interactive, collaborative, and project-based approach to learning.
Home to over 10,000 students across undergraduate, postgraduate professional and
postgraduate research programmes, SMU is comprised of six schools: School of Accountancy,
Lee Kong Chian School of Business, School of Economics, School of Information Systems,
School of Law, and School of Social Sciences. SMU offers a wide range of bachelors', masters',
and PhD degree programmes in the disciplinary areas associated with the six schools, as well
as in multidisciplinary combinations of these areas.
SMU emphasises rigorous, high-impact, multi- and interdisciplinary research that addresses
Asian issues of global relevance. SMU faculty members collaborate with leading international
researchers and universities around the world, as well as with partners in the business
community and public sector. SMU’s city campus is a modern facility located in the heart of
downtown Singapore, fostering strategic linkages with business, government, and the wider
community. www.smu.edu.sg
About Hiverlab
Hiverlab is a media technology company headquartered in Singapore with global partnerships
focusing on immersive technology since 2014 Consisting of a passionate team of technologists
and creatives. Hiverlab has four main pillars as our main business activities today: Services,
Products, R&D, and Academy. With our innovative solutions and products in the domains of
Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality, Data Visualization, System Integration and
beyond, we strive to advance communication experiences, enable digital transformation,
redefine human interaction, so as to enhance human cognitive capacities for an innovative and
inclusive world. In the Information Age, the physical, digital and biological worlds will continue to
fuse, and the boundaries between media, technology, and telecommunication will continue to
diminish. Immersive technology provides spatial, ambient computing environments, which will
play a significant role in reshaping the ways how human beings perceive the information,
collaborate with each other, and interact with the world. As immersive technology becomes an
integral part of organizations' daily operations across industries, we believe our role as a media
technology enabler is becoming ever more crucial.

